Introduction
The relational model of data structures, introduced by Codd 161, is a promising mathematical tool for handling data. In this model the user's data are expressed as relations (relational matrices) where the rows represent the records and the columns represent the domains or attributes, respectively. One of the suggestions for the handling of relations is the identification of those sets of domains, called keys, which uniquely determine the values of the remaining domains.
In databases, the keys play an important role. The records or tuples can be found in a unique way.
Generally, a key is an attribute (or a combination of several attributes) which uniquely identifies a particular record. Keys are used everywhere in the database to serve as references to the tuples identified by the values. Therefore, keys are absolutely fundamental to database models, especially the relational model. The term "key" is one of the most overloaded in the entire database field. In the relational model we also find primary, candidate, alternate, and foreign keys. In other areas of database technology there have been introduced index keys, hash keys, search keys, secondary keys, ordering keys, parent keys, child keys, and many other kinds of keys. In order to avoid the unqualified use of the term key, and the heterogeneity, in some papers the notion key is used for primary keys, only. Of course, the primary key is the most important one of all. But, the restriction for primary keys to be completely defined causes a too poor semantic modeling. Only a very small part of semantic information can be modeled by primary keys. Furthermore, if for some reasons, a more convenient decomposition is taken into consideration, or the scheme is to be changed, then a new key must be computed from the remaining part of the semantic information.
Therefore, more key information should be stored for relations. But if such an approach is assumed then at least the combinatorial behavior of key sets should be known. Of course, it is worthwhile considering the minimal keys, only. It is quite natural to ask how many minimal keys exist in a given relation. Delobel and Casey [7] , Fadous and Forsyth [ 131, Ho Thuan [16, 17] , Luccesi and Osborn [20] gave various algorithms for finding the set of all keys in relational databases given by a set of functional dependencies on the database. For characterizing the complexity of these algorithms we need some combinatorial bounds for the number of keys. In this paper, we give a systematic overview on some of the most important combinatorial problems in the theory of relational databases, which were developed in the papers [24, 27, 30, 31] . We show that the result of Demetrovics [S] about the maximal number of minimal keys does not hold for finite domains, and consider the problem of the maximal number of minimal keys for weighted domains. For practical purposes, keys have different meanings and complexities. Domains can be simple or complex. According to the complexity of the domains there can be defined the complexity of attributes and the complexity of keys. If complex keys are used then the representation of relations, the access to relations and the normalization are more complex than in the case of simple keys. The complexity of domains is well known in practice however, in theory of minimal keys, this problem has not been investigated so far. We show that the maximal number of minimal keys in databases on nonuniform domains is also precisely exponential in the number of attributes but different in order from the maximal number of minimal keys on uniform domains.
An important rule for relational databases seems to be that, for integrity reasons, information about an unidentified (or inadequately identified) object is never recorded in these databases (too sharp a contrast with nonrelational databases). Thus, the primary key attribute of each base relation is not permitted to include null values of either type. But, with respect to the real world, the database can be in-complete in the sense that not all facts needed and corresponding to the state of the real world are stored in the database. This is possible for all components of a record. This kind of normal incompleteness stems from our restricted knowledge of the real world. One of these common assumptions is the convention on forbidden null values in primary keys: None of the attributes of the primary key may ever obtain an undefined, unknown value, since otherwise we would not know what entity a tuple with an undefined value of the primary key represents. This assumption is a very useful one for searching a record and other practical purposes. This assumption is not necessary. In the fourth section of the paper, this assumption of database theory is rejected. Extending an approach of [18] we demonstrate that a key concept can be introduced also for the case that null values appear in components which are used for the distinction of the tuples. The proposed approach to null values in keys is compatible with the classical approach and with query evaluation strategies. The combinatorial solutions presented in this paper point out that all algorithms known for finding keys can be used also for finding key sets. Athough key sets are a generalization of keys, the complexity of most of the known problems does not increase. Therefore, key sets seem to offer a solution for handling null values in keys.
In Section 5, we extend the theory of minimal keys to nested relational schemes. Since the nesting can hide a structure of tuples, the nesting should be taken into consideration.
We define two equality concepts for tuples based on constructions for subattributes.
Then it can be shown that the combinatorial results of Demetrovics can be extended to the nested relational model.
Relation schemes, relations, keys and key sets
The database system is based on a database model. In this paper we will study the relational model, in which the information is stored in a very natural way in tables, called relations. The relational model was introduced by Codd in 1970 [6] . It has since been used as a theoretical and practical basis for many investigations and studies (see for instance [7] ). In this section we will describe formally what we mean by a relation scheme [23] and consider a typical example. Definition 2.1. A relational database scheme RS = (U, g, dom) (or briefly relation scheme) is given by a finite set U of so-called attributes ( 
. , t(A,)).
We denote by T(RS) the set of all tuples on RS. A subset r of T(RS) is called a relation (on RS).
Example 2.3. Consider a student file. For each student, the department of student affairs is interested in the identity number, the name, the address, the attended courses with the corresponding marks and numbers in those courses (each student has his own number in each course), and the average grades. We can represent this information in a table called STUDENT ( Table 1 ). The following relation scheme can be used for this table: with STUDENT = (U, G#, dom) u= {IDNUMB, NAME, ADDRESS, ATTENDED COURSES, AVERAGE}, g = {set-of-identity-numbers, set-of-names, set-of-towns, set-of-triples-with-course-name-mark-number, set-of-average-grades}.
The function dom is obvious. There are known several restrictions, for example: This can for instance be a shortest or more generally a key with the lowest complexity.
In the case of Example 2.3, there are two minimal keys: {IDNUMB} and {ATTENDED COURSES}.
Because of its structure, the attribute ATTENDED COURSES has a very high complexity. According to the definition of the semantics, the last key is possible. It can be used for the search of tuples but in most cases the utilization of the IDNUMB as search attribute would be more efficient. If in this university example, other relation schemes were added to the presented relation scheme which are connected with the one presented, then the modeling of the association between those schemes would be more complex and, therefore, it would be inefficient to use the attribute ATTENDED COURSES instead of the attribute IDNUMB.
For practical purposes, keys with a low complexity are of special interest. Therefore, we need a complexity measure for the set U of attributes. By Smin,g we denote the set of all g-shortest elements of S. By Smin,g(r) we denote the set of all g-shortest keys of r.
If g is a constant function then the set Smin,g is called the set of all shortest elements.
Relation schemes with (non-)constant complexity measures are called According to the complexity of the domains there can be defined directly a com-plexity of attributes. An application area of this distinction is the decomposition theory. It is well known (see for instance [7] ) that in any decomposition of a relation scheme there should be represented a key. If there is obtained a decomposition which does not contain a key then this key is added to the decomposition.
This key should be a key of minimal complexity.
For instance, if the attributes A and B of a relation scheme both form a key of this scheme but the domain of A is more complex than the domain of B it is better to use the key {B} instead of the key {A} in decompositions. There exist relations on RS for which the inclusions are proper.
The maximal numbers of minimal and shortest keys in uniform and nonuniform databases are considered in Section 3.
Example 2.7. Consider an accident ward. For each actual accident victim the hospital management is interested in the room number, the name, the address they are living, the kind of injury and the arrival time. We can represent this information in a table called PATIENT ( Table 2 ). The value -is used to represent a null value. A relation scheme that can be used for this purpose is with PATIENT = (U, GZI, dom) U= {ROOM, NAME, ADDRESS, INJURY, TIME}, ~8 = {set-of-room-numbers, set-of-last-names, set-of-towns, set-of-injuries, set-of-days-and-times}, and the function dom is obvious. But for the case of this accident ward, there are known also different integrity constraints as, e.g., -no room has more than five beds, -rooms 2, 3 have only one bed, each. We denote by T(RS) the set of all extended tuples on RS. Any subset r of T(RS) is called an extended relation (on RS) (or, briefly, a relation if it is clear from the context and if no confusion arises). A key functionally determines all the attributes of the relation and is a set of its attributes, For our purposes we introduce some generalized notions.
Definition 2.9. Let RS = (U,9, dom) be a relation scheme, Y c U, and t an extended tuple on RS. The extended tuple t is completely defined on Y if for any A E Y t(A)# -(denoted by t(Y)!), i.e., if it is a tuple on Y.
Let K be a set of nonempty subsets of U and C, the following integrity constraint: For any relation r on RS, C,(r) = 1 if for any different extended tuples t, t' from r there exists a set Y in K such that t
(Y)!, t'(Y)! and t(Y) # t'( Y).
Instead of rk C, we will briefly write rk K. The set K will be called a key set of r.
In Definition 2.9, key sets are defined in a more general manner. For a key set K there is required that for any two distinct tuples t, t' of a relation r a set Y exists in K with the following two properties:
(1) The tuples t, t' are completely defined on Y.
(2) The tuples t, t' are different on Y. Key sets express therefore the key property and the restrictions on the existence of null values in tuples.
Example 2.10. Recall Example 2.7. The set ( {ROOM}, {NAME}, {ADDRESS}, {INJURY}, {TIME}} is a key set of the relation presented in Example 2.3. Another key set would be the set K'= {(ROOM, TIME}, {NAME, TIME}, {ADDRESS, TIME}, {INJURY, TIME}}.
Obviously there is no one-element key set of PA-TIENT.
For the presented relation r, also rr= {{INJURY}, {TIME}} which is a typical key set for the usual way of communicating in accident wards. It is not valid that r~ {{INJURY, TIME)}, i.e., rti{{INJURY, TIME}}.
Let [n/2] be the integer part of n/2. Using Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 3.3, we observe in the following corollary that if the condition of Theorem 3.3 is valid then there is a gap between the maximal number of minimal keys in infinite-valued relations and the maximal number of minimal keys in k-valued relations.
Maximal number of keys in uniform and nonuniform databases
As an application of Theorem 3.3 we consider the problem of estimating the complexity of Armstrong relations. Armstrong relations (see for instance [4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 21, 25] ) are of practical use as they can effectively code the information on the dependencies they satisfy and they may be used as a design tool and a source of sample data for program testing. They are a partial solution to the problem of helping a designer to think about what dependencies should be included. This design aid then provides the database designer with an Armstrong relation, that is, a "sample relation" that obeys just those dependencies that are logical consequences of those that he has put in. The database designer needs not explicitly think about a specific dependency and whether it is a consequence of the dependencies he put in or not; rather, by inspecting the Armstrong relation, and thinking about what it says, he simply noticed that a dependency failed or succeeded. They help the designer and the database administrator select the dependencies to be included or to be considered. This verification by example has always been an alternative to formal deduction.
Historically for example, the Babylonians wrote (3 + 5)'= 32 + 2 *3 *5 + 52, from which they immediately concluded all the other instances of the general formula (x+ Y)~ =x2 + 2 *x *y + y2. The use of "generic" examples can be observed occasionally by various degrees of explicitness. A concept closely related to Armstrong relations in traditional mathematics is the free algebra in equational logic or the generic algebra in universal algebra. Unfortunately, there are limitations to this approach: That is a minimal-sized Armstrong relation for a set of keys can be of exponential size in the number of attributes.
Given a Sperner set S of subsets of U, i.e., X, YES, then X$Z Y, and Y!ZX. A relation r is called an Armstrong relation for S if S,,,i"(r) = S.
The first example of an application of Theorem 3.3 to Armstrong relations concerns the number of elements of an Armstrong relation of key systems. For a Sperner set S on U let S-' be the set of all maximal elements of {XC U 1 for all YES, YZX}.
The set SP1 is called the set of antikeys [12] . Let a(S) denote the minimum number of tuples in Armstrong relations of S, where S is a Sperner set. Let Sk" denote the family of all k-element subsets of an n-element set U and let a@, k) = a(SJ).
The proof of Theorem 3.3 can be used to deduce the following It should be noticed that the estimation a(S)? m is not valid. For instance, let U={1,2,3,4,5,6}, S= {{1,2), (1,319 {1,4), {1,51, {1,6), (2,319 (2,419 (2951, {2,6>,{3,4>,(3,5>,{3,6),(4,5),(4,6),(5,6}}.
We get IS/=15 and m>5. We construct the following relation r over U: 1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  3  2  3  3  3  3  1  3  2  3 We see that Smin(r) = S. Therefore a(S) 5 4.
For a(n) = maxs a(S) the result of [l l] is improved in [32] :
As already mentioned, there is an equivalence between monotone Boolean functions and sets of keys. Given a set of n variables {x,,xZ, . . . , xn} and a relation scheme RS = (U, 621, dom) where U= {A 1,. . . ,A,}, each attribute Ai of U. The following theorem uses a correspondence between k-valued relations and the existence of k-valued codes. If for a given Hamming distance a k-valued code exists then using this code a relation can be constructed which keys correspond to the given monotone function. 
q}" of distance k and with m elements exists then there is a (2q)-valued relation r with Irl =2t and .9(f)=&,(r).
In practical cases, keys are of different meaning and complexity. Domains for attributes may have very different complexities. This is well known in practice but it is not taken into account in the theory of minimal keys. Therefore, the concept of a shortest minimal key has been introduced in [27] . It is easy to see that the gshortest key cannot be considered only as a generalization of the notation of the minimal keys. Between the minimal keys there is selected a set of keys with the minimal complexity.
Any system of g-shortest keys is a Sperner system. But there are Sperner systems which are not a set of g-minimal keys. In [3, 20] it is proved that the following problem is NP-complete: Given a relation scheme and an integer m > 1, decide whether there exists a key of cardinality less than m.
Consequently,
if NP #P, then the time complexity of any algorithm that determines l-minimal keys, is exponential. By Smin,g(r) we denote the set of all g-shortest elements of a key set Smin(r) and by s&-) its cardinality.
Since g assigns a complexity to each attribute there are selected for the set Smin,g(T) in Smin(r) only those sets which complexity is minimal.
Lower and upper bounds for .s#) are provided in [27] . For the complexity measure there can be used arbitrary functions.
But we are mainly interested only in the influence of complexity measures on the number of shortest keys. Therefore we consider different classes of complexity measures. The most interesting set of functions g is the set G+ of functions g with g(Ai) #g (Aj) a function from G+. We introduce the following for sets G' of complexity measures from G of U. Using the functions g, , g,, g3 with g1(A;) = 2'9 g2(Ai) = 3i'2, g3(Ai) = i, for i, 1 sis n, by the definitions and a recursion formula for g, [27] , we get that
(1) For arbitrary complexity measures g of U, 117 = n, it holds
i.e., there exist at least one shortest key but keys.
(2) sg, = 1, sg2 = 2n/2, 2" s&Q.
Using theorems from [19, 22] and the theory [24] there is proven the following theorem. not more shortest keys than minimal of equidistant functions from [27] in Theorem 3.7.
B. Thalheim
It is of interest to compare this result A E U.
Using an integral local theorem and a further result that for some constant c,
with s(gJ -2"/( l/sr/2)n for g4(A) = 1 for central limit theorem [24] , we obtain the
Key sets in databases permitting null values
As we have already seen, a key set may be considered as a set of candidates for possible keys. When we tackle the problem of which key sets are of importance, it is useful to split the problem. In this section we consider the problem in dependence on one relation. There are as a minimum two approaches for keys in relational databases with null values:
(1) The assumption on forbidden null values in (primary) keys, i.e., only oneelement key sets {Y} are taken into consideration.
All tuples of a relation are completely defined on Y. The null values cannot appear in tuples for the attributes of Y. This is the usual point of view. But this approach may be too restrictive (see Example 2.3).
(2) The assumption of key set existence or distinguishability, i.e., key sets which consist of one-element elements are taken into consideration. It is this point of view which, in practice, matters.
Often it is only required, that the tuples can be distinguished using a key Y. That means for any pair of distinct tuples there exists an attribute in Y on which these tuples have distinct values. This approach is modelled by the key set {{A} 1 A E Y }. Between these two approaches lie many other approaches which allow us to describe more precisely the keys we desire. The database system itself finds the best presentation for keys, For a given key set K= { Yi, . . . , Y,} and a relation r it is required that for any pair of distinct tuples t, t' of r, an element x exists in K such that the tuples are completely defined on Y and they are different on an attribute in Y. Outside Y these tuples can be undefined, i.e., are null. Definition 4.1. Let RS = (V, ~9, dom) be a relation scheme, r a relation on RS and K a key set of r which is a Sperner set, i.e. rK K and for Y, Z E K none of the properties Yc Z, or Zc Y holds. The set K is said to be nonredundant w.r.t. r iff K-{ Y} is not a key set of r for any YE K.
The following fact enables a reduction algorithm for key sets of relations to be set up. There is a relation scheme RS = (U, 5& dom) with 1 UI = n such that for every k, 1 I k 5 ( [,,'j2, ) there exists a relation r on RS which has a nonredundam key set with k elements. Minimal key sets are useful for the solution of algorithmic problems, however, normally a key set should express moreover also information about the appearance of null values in tuples. Therefore using only minimal key sets we are loosing information. Nevertheless, for minimal key sets, in [31] RS = (U, g, dom) with 1 UI = n is (,,&) .
There is a relation scheme RS = (U, $@, dom) such that for every k, 1 I kl ( ,,& ) , there exists a relation r on RS with minimal key sets with k elements.
This result enables us to use all known algorithms and propositions on keys in relational structures without null values. But the minimal key set is only the minimal limit for the existence of key properties in a fixed relation. A key set of a relation which is not minimal comprises, as already noticed, also other useful information on the occurrence of null values in distinct attributes. An analogous approach would be the simultaneous consideration of minimal key sets and disjunctive existence constraints [29] together. It can be of importance to use the maximal information on the occurrence of null values in tuples from a given relation. For the solution of this problem we have to use redundant key sets. In [1, 31] the following two notions are introduced for a given scheme RS = (U, 9, dom), a relation r on RS and tuples t, t' from r. These notions are used for the construction of algorithms which determine different keys of a relation r.
Def(t, t') = {A E U 1 t(A) # -, t'(A) # -},
Def(r)= {Def(t,t') 1 t, t'er, tzt'}, Diff(r) = {Diff(t, t') 1 t, t'e r, t#t'}.
If 0$Diff(r) the relation r is called normal. Sets Def(r) and Diff(r) satisfying 0$ Diff(r) can be considered as the "maximal" key sets. They contain the maximal available information on null values in the relation r.
Keys in nested relational databases
Already in Example 2.3 we have used attributes which have a structure.
Let us now extend this approach to nested relational databases.
In nested relational databases two types of attributes are to be distinguished: If there is defined an order on NU U (NU U= {A,,A2, . . ..A.)) then the tuple can be represented by (t(A,), . . . , t(A,) ).
We denote by T(RNS) the set of all tuples on RNS.
A subset R of T(RNS) is called a nested relation (on RNS) .
The model uses a hierarchical structure of nested attributes.
We introduce now subattributes.
Definition 5.4. Let RNS = (NU U, 9, dom) be a nested relation scheme.
( The set {Course(Title), Student(Name, Addr)} may be a key. The set {Course(Co#), Student(S#)} should be a key. For nested relational schemes, two different equalities on tuples and their components can be defined [2] . This distinction is based on the consideration of tuples as they are or on the consideration of tuples after the application of the Unnest operation (see for instance [23] ) which is used to represent a tuple by its atomic subattributes.
Definition 5.5. Let RNS = (NU U, 97, dom) be a nested relation scheme, a subset X of NU U, and ti and t2 two tuples on RNS. The tuples t1 and t2 are (shallow) equal on X if for all A EX, ti (A) = t2(A). The tuples Ii and t2 are strong equal if for all atomic subattributes A of attributes from X, t,(A) = &(A).
Lemma. Two tuples are equal on X iff they are equal on all simple subattributes of attributes of X.
Originally, the concept of the key is introduced as a shallow equality on simple subattributes.
For instance, the two values ui =({d}, (({a}, {c}) , ({a,a'}, {c} )}) and u~=({d}, {({a}, {c}), ({a'}, {c})}) defined on N= {F{D>,B{G(H{A>,Z(C>))) are shallow equal on the subattribute F(D), not shallow equal on the attribute B{G(HV),Z{C))) d an are strong equal on B{G(H{A},I{C))}. In the nested relational model, different key concepts can be classified as follows: (a) the key concept is called normal if it is based on shallow equality on attributes;
(b) the key concept is called strong if it is based on strong equality on attributes.
Definition 5.6. Let RNS = (NU U, $2l, dom) be a nested relation scheme, R a nested relation on RNS, and X be a set of subattributes of NU U. The set X is called a (strong) key if for any pair of distinct tuples t, t' from R there is an attribute A in X such that the tuples are (strong) different. A (strong) key is called minimal if no
proper subset of X is a key.
[23] introduced the normal key concept for nested relational schemes based on simple subattributes.
The proposed different concepts substantially extend this concept. In the original relational model, shallow equality and strong equality coincide on subattributes. Therefore, the above defined normal key concept and the strong key concept coincide for the relational model. Strong equality may seem a more appropriate notion of the equality between two different tuples.
Definition 5.7. Let RNS = (NU CJ, 9, dom) be a relation scheme. 
